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Preface

Product Features

The LOFTEK star galaxy projector incorporates Laser, precision glass 
optics, and holographic technologies to create an otherworldly visual 
experience. You can make both stars and cloud effects working in 
unison or independently. They can be static or moving, fast or slow, 
flashing, fade or smooth, creating a starry and incredible ambiance 
to any room.
Easy to control different functions with the key on the projector. 
Moreover, you can also freely control the projector by the provided 
remote controller.
The LED skylight can be used for wide occasions, creat you a 
peaceful, romantic, or exciting mood with your families.

1). This laser star projector with LED can display both stars and nebula 
clouds across different settings.  
2). The wireless remote controller can control the LED discoloration, 
change lighting mode, cycle through light effects, adjust the brightness 
&angles, set the timing time, freely turn on/off the lamp. 
3). The rotation speeds adjustable, you can speed up or slow down it 
according to your demands.  
4). Wonderful green and red stars combined with gorgeous nebula 
clouds by different speeds, creating a romantic, dreamy, colorful 
environment. Perfect for indoor decoration and an excellent gift for 
adults and kids.  
5). Set a timer for the smart star projector to turn off automatically at 
30,60,120 min as per your need.  you will not worry about the night 
light keeping turn on all the time,  
6). Multi-Function Design Light Projector, bring a romantic skylight 
night, it can be used as an indoor decoration light, romantic mood 
light, night lamp, stage party light, strobe lamp, Dj lighting.  
7). Compact size, easy to carry and move, which is practically used for 
home party, gaming room, DJ ba, wedding, show, club, etc.  
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CONSTRODUCTION

Remote Controller

Sky Projection Crystal Hole
Red Laser Hole
Green Laser Hole     
Red Laser Switch
Laser Rating Switch
Green Laser Switch

Aurora Switch
Power On/O�
Removable Base
Rating Body
Charge Indicator
USB Charging Hole
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Motor
Control

Timing 
Control 

Laser 
Control

Light 
Control 

Motor -/+ Control Motor Speed
ON/OFF Control Motor Switch

Red and Green laser brightness
adjustment the lowest can be turned off.

COLOR: Static Color Changing
Mode: FLASH, FADE, SMOOTH 
LED: Light Switch
           : Adjust the brightness of the light under 
COLOR style,  and adjust the speed of lighting 
under MODE.

Mixed Color 
Nebula Cloud

MIN : Timing

Green & Orange Purple & Orange

Green & Blue Orange & Green

Blue & Green
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Specification

Package Included
1 x Star Projector                          1 x Remote Controller
1 x Power Adaptor                        1 x USB Cable
1 x User Manual

Model:

Size:

LED Power:

Input:

RGB:

Green  Star Laser:

Red Star Laser:

Battery Capacity:

Battery Charging Time:

Working Time:

Remote Control:

Certi�cation:

YFR-001A  

20x18.5x10CM  

3.5W  

DC5V/2A  

IN:AC100-240V  50/60Hz  

OUT: DC5V2A  

RGB 3*1W  

ClassⅢ 515nm�10nm  <5mW 

ClassⅢ 660nm�10nm  <5mW 

4000maH

4 hours  

8-10 hours fully charged  

RF433Hz  

CE、RoHS、FCC、FDA  

Charge:
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GENERAL SAFETY 
INFORMATION

Failure to follow these guidelines may cause harm to your 
device, property, yourself, or others. 
 
1. Caveat: built-in laser products please do not direct eyes! 

 
2. Please use the matchable adaptor, otherwise it may cause 
damage to the product. 
 
3. Please unplug the charger before using it after fully 
charged. 
 
4. Do not use products while charging!
  
5. Please keep the sensing distance of remote controller: 
10-15 meters. 
 
6. Please do not store or use the star sky light or accessories 
near flammable gas.
  
7. The battery of the remote controller can be replaced if you 
need, keep out of the reach children and pets to avoid 
swallowing.  
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Website: www.loftek.us
Customer Care: techsupport@loftek.us

Warranty and Customer Service
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LOFTEK  offers a 6-month limited warranty on quality- related issues. 
Please apply for your extra 6-month warranty extension and download 
the user manual in other languages by registering on www.loftek.us if 
needed.

Received the 
product

SatisfiedUnsatisfied 

Share your experience
Contact LOFTEK

 customer service.

Apply for extra 6-month 
warranty extension on 

www.loftek.us 
if needed.


